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1. INTRODUCTION

T

he media and content transmit ted through them have great deal of
power and influence over the public and creation of public opinion. Apar t
from textual content, videos and footage on dif ferent platforms are powerful
media for transmitting information and manner in which they are created,
used and contextualized, raise impor tant issues related to professionalism
and work ethic. In ever y stor y, the visual representation has strong impact
on the audience.
In such situations, the role of the camera operator as a direct witness to events
is crucial. Powerful images and photographs can shape public opinion and even
cause change in society, but such power comes with considerable ethical and
intellectual responsibility.
Media camera operators are above all, expected to be resistant to all kinds of
pressures and influences aimed at disrupting their professional and personal
integrity for which they are expected to have full support from the newsroom
they work for. They should do their work impartially and independently, and the
recorded material must not mislead audience and give impression that it is
prepared in a manner to be a tendentiously protected or damaged one of the
parties.
The footage that complements the journalistic content must be credible
and correspond to the facts. The footage must not be created in a manner
that will lead to wrong and untrue conclusion and should allow the audience
more easily to create their own opinion on the specific topic or event. In
addition, camera operators must respect the personal integrity of individuals
and their right to privacy. These are some of the topics related to the
professional and ethical work of the camera operators that will be covered in
this Manual.
Therefore, the focus of this Manual is on the work of camera operators
in terms of universally accepted ethical principles for fair, impar tial, and
objective operation, as well as on the national legal framework and provisions
that directly af fect this profession. The Manual contains guidelines and
recommenda tions f or pro f es sional wor k o f camera opera tor s , and is
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expected to be useful tool in the operation of newsrooms in general, as
well as in acquainting the public with the roles and responsibilities of the
profession.
The purpose of the Manual is above all, to ser ve the camera operator as
educational and practical tool that:
will clarify existing legal and ethical standards for the safe,
professional and ethical work of camera operator;
will simplify their work with guidance on how camera operator
should act in specific situations; and
will help to perform certain standard recording procedures.
The Manual is designed to encourage thinking and ser ve as framework for
legal and ethical standards that will be upgraded and complemented in the
future in line with the expectations of the profession, its challenges, and
oppor tunities.

4

2. CAMERA OPERATOR - ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES,
SKILLS AND IMPORTANCE OF THE PROFESSION

I

f we believe that when broadcasting the stories, most of the perception
that comes from the footage and that the footage greatly influences the
emotional and rational impression of the broadcasted stor y, it is clear that
the role of the camera operators in informing the public is enormous.
The profession of camera operator encompasses practical and creative
responsibilities. Content visualization is part of the role of camera operators.
They are always the best sources for the event they attend, recording wide
range of content in the form of content used for dif ferent purposes. The
personal presence in the field where it is recorded allows these professionals
to “show” the news, to not only say what is new or current.
Working as camera operator involves a lot more than just set ting up camera
and recording. It is impor tant to know the nature of the event, the event, the
subject being recorded, as well as the audience for which the outcome of
their work is intended. The camera operators are responsible for ever y thing
that mus t be displayed visually on the screen and to do so, it requires
exceptional skills.
As with most creative things, the camera operator needs to think “out of
frame”. Using his knowledge, skills, and experience, he should be able to of fer
solutions or creative changes when shooting on the field. It is especially
impor tant that camera operators coordinate with the rest of the team in
their work, given the shared impact on what is being repor ted. They provide
exper tise and knowledge that enable film directors, editors, producers, and
film editors to present “stories” visually.
Camera operators should be as close as possible to the location of the
event , and their experience and skills enable them to take care of their
safet y through careful choice of position. Although it is desirable to work
in coordination with the rest of the team, however, the dif ferent nature of
their work imposes dif ferent degrees of risk; hence it is safer at times to
work separately.
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In short, the primary responsibilities and tasks of camera operators include, but
are not limited to the following:
Taking pictures and sounds Recording to illustrate events and stories by
applying all ethical, aesthetic, and technical standards;
Maintenance and protection of recording equipment;
Recording news and stories as determined by the editorial team in
coordination with the journalist;
Transfer the recorded material;
Selection of footage to illustrate the content being reported;
Coordinating with producers and other creative and technical staff;
Collaboration with the editorial team to identify needs and participate in
achieving them as determined;
Providing creative editorial advice when reporting for an event;
Collaborating with editorial board in determining full purpose and aim of
production.

It is especially important for camera operator to have active cooperation with
the journalist, the editor, and other experts in the editorial staff, thus raising
the quality of the story / content. “It is especially important to work with journalists, because there is no real and practically no good product if these two
professions, which are indivisible, do not function together. 1”
In Macedonia, the occupation camera operator is included in the National
Classification of Occupations 2 under code:
352 - Telecommunication and image and sound transmission technicians
3521 - Technicians for equipment for imaging and transmission of image and sound
3521.01 - Photographer

1
2

Quote from the interview with T.I. camera operator on 15.6.2019.
Decision on Establishing the National Classification of Occupations published in the Official Gazette of the
Republic of Macedonia No. 37/2011 of 24.3.2011 and Decision Amending the Decision Establishing the National
Classification of Occupations published in the Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 178/2015 on
15.10 2015.
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At the webpage of the Employment Agency is published the International
Standard Employment Classification (ISCO) and contains brief description
of the skills necessary for the entire group of occupations - technicians for
imaging and transmission equipment, covered under code 3521, as it follows:
photographing for advertising and other commercial, industrial or scientific
purposes, as well as illustrating reports and texts in newspapers, magazines
and other publications;
organizing and managing microscopes, film, video and other special cameras
for aerial recording, controlling equipment for the recording of movie sounds,
videotapes, phonograph records, audiovisual tapes, digital discs and for
television and radio broadcasting or other purposes;
equipment control to present and combine footages with images and sound
to ensure satisfactory quality and to create special image and sound effects;
applying knowledge of the principles and practice of recording and presenting
sound and image to discover and solve problems arising in the course of work;
performing related tasks;
supervision of other workers 3 .
However, there is no specific description of the profession of camera operator.
At the Faculty of Dramatic Arts, there are undergraduate studies in film and
TV shooting. Students who complete this degree program receive the title of
graduate film and television camera operators 4 .
Out of the European Union Member States, we have chosen Slovenia5 as example
for comparison. Within the National Classification of Occupations of the Republic
of Slovenia6 for the camera operator was developed a Catalog of Professional
Knowledge and Skills7 specifying exactly the required degree of qualification
according to EU standards (SOK 6 / EOK 5), the required professional knowledge
and skills, as well as the special requirements that has to be fulfilled by the
https://e-rabota.avrm.gov.mk/ISCO88Opis.aspx, accessed on 15.8.2019.
http://www.fdu.ukim.edu.mk/index.php?mn_sel=do_f_snim, accessed on 15.8.2019.
5
The legal system of the Republic of Slovenia, which has been a member of the Union since 2004, has a common
legal basis, i.e. it has common roots with our legal system.
6
http://www.npk.si - Nacionalna poklicna classifikacija, accessed on 15.8.2019.
7
http://www.npk.si/katalog.php?katalogid=25166421 - Catalog strokovnih znanj in spretnosti, accessed on
15.8.2019.
3
4

7

person who wishes to acquire this professional qualification, including how to
check their professional knowledge and skills. The Catalog also features the
Working Group of experts who prepare, verify, and coordinate the standards of
professional knowledge and experience of the camera operator occupation.
Based on the Catalog, the Training Program for the acquisition of Camera
operator title is prepared and lists all educational institutions implementing
this Program.
If we follow the experience of Slovenia, in our case we need to prepare Catalog
of Professional Standards for the required professional knowledge and skills
for camera operators, to promote these professional standards, to prepare
Camera operator Training Program, determine the educational institutions
that will carry out this training. Furthermore, this occupation must be legally
regulated by internal act, such as the act of systematizing the jobs at the
particular medium in which the camera operator is employed or engaged for
the needs of the medium.
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3. LEGAL AND ETHICAL STANDARDS
FOR PROFESSIONAL AND SAFE
WORK OF CAMERA OPERATOR

I

n their day-to-day fieldwork, camera operators in the media face different
situations that bring them different challenges and even difficulties, and create
dilemmas how to act. Such circumstances require clear answers, as it is much
simpler to work with previously known “rules of the game”.
Unfor tunately, the legislator has prescribed lit tle legal norms that resolve
their dilemmas. However, it is more than cer tain that it is dif ficult to foresee
any par ticular situation in advance, so the legal standards covered in this
Manual should be properly applied and interpreted in each, specific situation.
T he same applies to the e thical f ramewor k , w hich prescr ibes cer t ain
standards that are relevant to media repor ting but are not comprehensive
enough to respond to numerous situations that camera operator encounter.
Hence, in this process, the guidance of fellow journalis t s is of utmos t
impor tance, and the most impor tant are those of the editor in relation to
the needs and policies of the media.
By fur ther streng thening the legal and ethical framework for the work of
camera operators in media will provide greater suppor t for this profession,
but will also contribute to greater professionalism in the work of the media.

3.1. Freedom of information, right to
privacy and protection of personal data
Most of the dilemmas in relation to the recording of content for the media are
related precisely to establishing appropriate balance between the right to free
expression and the right to privacy of individuals. However, it must be borne in mind
that the right to privacy should not limit the right to freedom of expression. The
media are obliged to respect privacy and not to violate it, unless there is a “good
reason” to depart from it, that is, in the case of something that is of public interest.
Therefore, the media are of ten faced with the dif ficult task i.e. to assess
whether information about particular event is of public interest and to ensure
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balance between the right of the public to be informed and the right to privacy
of individuals. Achieving this balance requires ex tensive experience and
knowledge, as well as good judgment in each individual case.
It must be emphasized that this equilibrium is very difficult to achieve only by
applying norms prescribed by the legislator. The balance can be achieved much
more by respecting ethical norms, and ethics in the media can only be built by
developing the professional awareness of journalists, camera operators and
other media workers.
Considering the important role of recorded material in the creation of journalistic
article or content, the following provides overview of the relevant constitutional
and legal provisions that camera operators should be familiar with:
Article 16 of the Constitution of the Republic of North Macedonia 8 guarantees
the freedom of belief, conscience, thought, and public expression of thought, as
well as freedom of speech, public appearance, public information, and the free
establishment of institutions of public information. Article 25 of the Constitution
guarantees the respect and protection of the privacy of the citizen’s personal
and family life and dignity and reputation, while the Ar ticle 18 guarantees
the security and confidentiality of personal data and guarantees citizens the
protection of personal integrity that results from registration of information
about them through data processing.
Media law 9 guarantees freedom of expression and freedom of the media.
Freedom of the media encompasses the freedom to gather, research, publish,
choose, and disseminate information to inform the public, but also to respect
human individuality, privacy, and dignity.
The Law on Personal Data Protection 10 protects the privacy of individuals
through detailed and complex regulation of the processing of personal data
and their protection, with the exception of public information. This Law shall
not apply to the processing of personal data carried out for the purposes of
https://sobranie.mk/ustav-na-rm.nspx
Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 184/2013 and 13/2014.
10
Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 7/2005, 103/2008, 124/2008, 124/2010, 135/2011, 43/2014,
153/2015, 99/2016 and 64/2018.
8
9
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professional journalism only if the public interest prevails over the private
interest of the individual.
The Law on Audio and Audiovisual Media Services 11 obliges public and private
broadcasters to respect and protect the privacy, dignity, reputation, and honor
of the individual.
The Media Law and the Law on Audio and Audiovisual Services do not define
what public interest in the media is, but the second law nevertheless refers
to the public interest, defining certain media services as “programs of public
interest” and imposing special legal regime on such programs.
In the Law on Civil Liability for Defamation and Insult 12 , the legislator has
prescribed more detailed definition what public interest is. Accordingly, the
areas and issues of public interest that are in particular considered are: all
forms, institutions and activities of public authority and public institutions, local
self-government, social activities such as health, culture, the arts, education,
science, sports, the media, the legal system and the rule of law and the economic
system and economic relations and the environment. In the Law on Free Access
to Public Information 13 , according to which the “public interest” in the exercise
of the right of access to information implies, but is not limited to, interest in
information, the disclosure or access of which will disclose abuse of official
authority position and corrupt behavior, illegal acquisition or spending of budget
funds, potential conflict of interest, will prevent and detect serious threats to
human health and life or endanger the environment, understand the issue of
public policy making or parliamentary debate and ensure equal treatment of
all citizens before the law.
Public interest is not what the public is interested out of curiosity. Therefore,
the right of the public to know cannot be excuse to get into the private life of
particular individual. For example, the public wants to know everything about
Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 184/2013, 13/2014, 44/2014, 101/2014, 132/2014, 142/2016,
132/2017, 168/2018, 248/2018 and 27/2019.
12
Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 143/2012.
13
Official Gazette of the Republic of Northern Macedonia No. 101/2019 (this Law shall enter into force 6 months
after its entry into force, i.e. 30.11.2019).
11
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public person’s private life, but that is not in the public interest. Unverified
and anonymous recordings cannot be published in the name of satisfying the
public interest. On the other hand, the discovery of violations of law, crime, and
corruption by government officials is in the public interest.

The right to privacy is at the center of debates related to the ethics of media
work . Before recording , it is impor tant to think about the ethical issues
involved. The final decision is down to the camera operators and editors’
assessment of where the “line” will be. Whether there are legal restrictions
or not, the most obvious way to avoid any conflict is to ask for permission to
record.
Recording in open public spaces is not prohibited, but it should not happen
without the consent of any person in por traiture. “If that person is par t of
event, it can be por trayed and presented as par t of the whole, but not used
as inser t outside that event. On the other hand, if there is event organized
by a company at public space, the event can be recorded without approval
and visitors are treated as being present in public space. 14 ”
14

Quote from interview with S.S. camera operator realized on 12.6.2019.
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The most commonly encountered problem is anxious individuals. They usually
take the view that if they were recorded without their permission, it would
be illegal. It is in this section that camera operators need to be “armed” with
the knowledge and ability to assess the specific situation, and if necessary,
reasonably to explain that they have the right to record in public and to “defend”
their position.
On the other hand, camera operators should not record secretly, except in
specific circumstances where there is security or other legitimate reasons
for doing so. Surreptitious recording is not only ethical issue, but also legal
one, and in some countries, one has to agree to the release of the recorded
footage, and in others, both sides. The Code of Ethics of the Swiss Council
on Media Ethics 15 states that surreptitious recording is justified in cases of
high public interest that would justif y the publication or broadcast of such
material, which would not normally be otherwise obtainable. In such cases,
the full identity of the persons who are present at the event should be fully
protected. If an individual’s image is recorded, it will need to be blurred to
prevent its identification, and the voice may be disguised.
15

Swiss Council on Media Ethics, Code of Ethics, available at: https://presserat.ch/en/journalistenkodex/richt
linien/, accessed on 10.06.2019.

13

The Associated France Press 16 (AFP) Editing Standards and Best Practices
state that if people noticed the camera, they practically tacitly agreed
to be recorded, but that the anonymit y of those who requested it should
be respected. Hence, there is the recommendation to record the hands or
feet, but not the face in such situations. “In many cases we need inserts from
the population of public space ... people who walk the streets, squares, bus
stations and so on. Most of ten, they are inserts of group of people moving
without being singled out or followed individually. We, the camera operators
should be skilled to capture the moment without violating the subject’s privacy.
It can be solved with large images of hands, feet, pieces of clothing, etc. 17 ”
However, when it comes to using anonymous sources, and especially when they
are making serious allegations, then according the BBC’s Editing Guidelines 18
the public should be provided with as much information as possible on them
in correlation with the protection of their identity. It should also be done in a
manner that does not mislead the audience about their status. This, of course,
is important for both journalists and camera operators i.e. the whole editorial.
In cases when are recorded persons with disabilities or reduced responsibilities
who may not be aware of being recorded (people with intellectual disabilities,
injured or poisoned people), then the approval of another responsible person
(relatives or health professionals) must be obtained. For example, to illustrate
the stor y of excessive alcohol consumption, it is possible to shoot poisoned
persons for illustration, but their character and personal traits must be blurred
to protect identity.

Associated France Press, Editing Standards and Best Practices, Available at: https://www.afp.com/communica
tion/chartes/12_april_2016_afp_ethic_final.pdf, accessed at 1.6. 2019.
Quote from interview with S.S. camera operator realized on 12.6.2019.
18
BBC, Editing Guidelines, available at: https://www.bbc.co.uk/guidelines/editorialguidelines/assets/guidelinedocs/
Producersguidelines.pdf, accessed on 03.06.2019.
16

17
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3.2. Recording different target groups and events
3.2.1. Recording “ordinary citizens” or public figures
According to the Law on Personal Data Protection, the appearance of each
individual is personal data. Such data can be recorded and later published by
the media without the consent of the individual only if the public interest prevails
over his or her private interest.
There are numerous cases where individuals have been identified in media
reports and shows, although this should not be the case. The identity of the
individual is revealed not only when his name and surname are published, but
also by publishing recording or other details about him or her.
Of ten, especially when repor ting on economic or social issues or weather
forecasts, the media ar ticles feature ever yday life: people moving on the
streets, squares, bus stops, bank customers waiting, shoppers beside shelves
in supermarket, patients in hospital corridors, audience at sports competitions
etc. Most often, these inserts are presenting group of people without separating
or tracking each one individually. Sometimes inserts are presenting homeless
people and beggars. In all these cases, the identity of individuals should not
be disclosed.
When recording individuals, no matter which target group they belong to, the
starting point is respect of privacy by separating their personal and private lives
from their public lives. Without the consent of the individual, the recording of
his reactions and behavior in places or in circumstances where it is reasonable
to expect privacy is not permitted.
Otherwise, the more an individual enters public life, the less his or her right
to privacy is reduced. Public figures can be recorded without their consent if
there is public interest in it. Public figures (political or other public of ficials,
actors, celebrities) are always under the scrutiny of the public. By accepting
a post or a par ticular profession, they largely renounce their right to privacy.
Interference with their privacy is particularly justified in the event of unlawful
conduct that af fects their public life or becomes matter of legitimate public

15

interest. Public figures are ideal target for camera operators ever y where in
the world where journalists are freely doing their jobs.

3.2.2. Recording minors
In numerous countries, the identity of minors is fully protected. Minors may
only be recorded based on the prior consent of their parent or guardian,
preferably in writing, even when the subject being repor ted is trivial and
non-controversial.
“We have had situations where kindergarten manager has authorized us to
record, claiming that there is oral consent from parents. That is not valid,
because we can still get a lawsuit from a parent, and in court, it cannot be
confirmed that we had had a permit. Kindergarten inserts can be recorded, but
only in the wider context where children are playing, and everything else must
be blurred. Exceptions are organized events where are participating children
for which the parent approval is ensured in advance (ex. dance competitions,
celebrations, festivals). 19 ”
19

Quote from interview with S.S. camera operator realized on 12.6.2019..
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However, there are circumstances where it is not possible to obtain writ ten
approval for recording children, such as during a war, natural disaster or
other circumstance of ex treme public interest. In such cases, the editors’
judgment is used.
Although the current Law on Personal Data Protection does not contain
provision that provides special protection of minors’ personal data, in the
procedures before the Directorate for Personal Data Protection. So far or
the cour ts was found a violation of the right to personal data protection
in specific cases where the image of minor has been published without
the consent of the parent or guardian. The new Draf t Law on Personal Data
Protection, which is expected to be adopted by the end of 2019, contains
several provisions providing for special protection of minors’ personal data
during their processing .
The Law on Audio and Audiovisual Media Ser vices also provides protection
of minors. The media must not broadcast programs that can seriously harm
physical, psychological, or moral development of minors, especially programs
that contain pornography or unnecessar y violence.
If the minor is involved in case of sexual violence or other form of violence or
crime, whether in the role of a witness, victim, suspect, or accused, the media
should not disclose his identit y unless in exceptional circumstances i.e. it
is in the public interest and when the good of the child is not endangered.
The general rule is that in any situation when recording minors, the inser ts
must be selected and reviewed before being broadcasted.

3.2.3. Recording and communication with officials
Police officials are often the subject of media interest regardless of the role
they have: security in front of public institutions or peaceful protests, clashes
with protesters, arrest of perpetrators of violence, uniformed persons with
weapons seated in a restaurant, special police units without uniforms and tags
during raids or during inter-ethnic clashes.

17

Pursuant to the Law on Police 20 , the police officer is authorized to prohibit
recording at the scene with aim to protect the victims of crime or misdemeanor
or for the protection of the interests of the proceedings. If, in a par ticular
case, the police of ficer prohibits recording in accordance with this statutor y
provision, he is obliged to act within the legally established procedure.
The recording of administrative officers is not legally regulated. The media
cannot be prohibited from recording the administrative of ficer in a public
place, as this would be contrar y to the constitutionally guaranteed freedom
of expression and information. The camera operator may enter his / her
workplace only based on prior approval by the authority from the institution
that is being recorded in the par ticular facility.
The Law on Private Security 21 determines the authorizations of the employees
for private security of proper ty and persons. Inter alia they are authorized,
subject to prior notice, to prohibit the unauthorized recording or entry of assets
or equipment for that purpose into the property they secure.
Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 114/2006, 6/2009, 145/2012, 41/2014, 33/2015, 31/2016,
106/2016, 120/2016, 21/2018 and 64/2018.
21
Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 166/2012, 164/2013, 148/2015, 193/2015 and 55/2016.
20
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3.2.4. Recording of suspects or accused persons
In accordance with the constitutionally guaranteed principle of the presumption
of innocence, no one can be held guilty until proven guilty by final court decision.
Announcing the identities of suspects or indictees through the media is direct
violation of this principle, as these persons are “already condemned” by the
public and their reputation, dignity and integrity are impaired, even if later, the
proceeding against them is stopped or refused or a judgment of acquittal is
adopted.
Pursuant to the Criminal Procedure Code 22 , the publication of photographs or
recordings of persons detained or deprived of their liberty shall be done by
hiding the appearance of the person.
Recording the act of arresting a suspect is unacceptable, and if the recording
is made, the person should, as a rule, be blurred, i.e. hidden, in order not to
be identified, i.e. provide proper anonymity. The same applies for recording
and publishing data for the accused person. This could be solved by recording
large images of hands with handcuffs, back recording without being the face
seen or with blurred image in post-production. “In the case of people who
have committed serious crimes, such as murder, rape or illicit trafficking, we
have usually recorded the scene, and in certain situations their habitats and
encountering troubles was not rare. 23 “
As an exception, if the suspect or accused is public figure and the media decides
to announce his identity due to the prevailing public interest still, the face must
be blurred, i.e. hidden on the recording, as there is legal obligation to do so. In
addition, if the investigative or other authorities disclose the name and surname,
it is meaningless for the media to conceal his identity, but even in this case, the
face must be blurred or hidden.
In any case, care must be taken that the suspects or the defendants, are not
presented in humiliating manner.
22
23

Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 150/2010, 100/2012, 142/2016 and 198/2018.
Quote from interview with S.S. camera operator realized on 12.6.2019.
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3.2.5. Recording the perpetrators of sexual violence
Recording and disclosing the identity of the perpetrator of sexual violence
may be of public interest, especially if the perpetrator remains a threat to the
safety of others.
The Law on the Special Registr y for Persons Convicted of a Crime of Sexual
Abuse of Minors and Pedophilia 24 defines the data that are published in the
Register, including the photograph of the convicted person. A convicted person may
request exemption from public disclosure of his / her data in the Register, provided
that he / she does not repeat the crime for which he / she is convicted, i.e. does not
commit another crime, within ten years after the expiry of the sentence for which
he / she has been convicted.
Recording and publishing the perpetrator’s identity after the re-socialization,
can harm his or her reintegration into society and cannot be justified by the
public interest

3.2.6. Recording victims of crime
Victims of crime are persons who have suf fered harm (physical or mental
injury, emotional suf fering, material loss, or other violation of their rights and
interests) as a result of a criminal of fense.
Their identity can be revealed only with their consent, i.e. if they decide to tell
their story. Victims of crime can be recorded without their consent only if there
is exceptional public interest.
Disclosing the identity of the victims of the crime increases the grief, pain and
trauma of the victim herself and the loved ones.

24

Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 11/2012 and 112/2014.
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3.2.7. Recording in accidents, disasters, wars, personal tragedies
While it is important to record the scene of the accident or the scene of natural
disaster, care must be taken not to record and publish the victims, nor to take
statements from the victims themselves or their close relatives in the moments
of distress and anxiety.
The recordings of these events must respect the reputation of the individuals,
while also taking care of the protection of the families and relatives of the
victims. Violence should not be hidden, but on the other hand, it is general rule
that wounds and injuries, destroyed limbs, or corpses should not be recorded
with close up. When showing misfortunes and tragic events, it is important to
show compassion and empathy. The manner in which the event is recorded or
photographed must not cause additional stress and distress to people who
have experienced the loss. Recording people who are anxious and stressed
should also be avoided.
In addition, images that show suffering, pain, violence, or sadness should be
avoided as it can cause additional trauma, especially if there are identifiable
persons.
When recording content related to accidents, disasters, and other incidents,
balance, accuracy, and sensitivity are expected to avoid unnecessary distress
and trauma. Alerting the public to these events should be avoided. It should
be reported on these events, but scenes of horror should not be “exploited”
unnecessarily. The work of the camera operators should be careful and
unnecessary close-ups of the scene should be avoided.
On the other hand, recordings of accidents, disasters and other incidents can
be used to clarif y the causes that led to these events. “It is of the utmost
importance to record as many high quality inserts as they enter the archives of
television and will be used many more times after the incident itself. Of course,
the privacy and intimacy of the victims should be taken into account. Faces can
be blurred during editing to avoid being recognized, but it is important to have
original that shows the face. 25 “
25

Quote from interview with S.S. camera operator, realized on 12.6.2019.
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Funerals are recorded only with the permission of the family. In doing so, it is
necessary to avoid maximally assertive behavior, such as close-ups of mourning
people.
The camera operators often, out of empathy for the subjects, avoid showing
cer tain events. “It’s impor tant to help people tell their stories, rather than
presenting them as victims. Our moral decision is not to enter their lives just
to show the misery they face. 26 ”
When recording tragic events or acts of violence, the public has right to know
details of victims and other af fected persons should always be carefully
considered. However, both camera operators and journalists must avoid
sensationalizing people, especially when it comes to dying, suffering or killing,
where their reporting should not go beyond decent boundaries that correspond
to legitimate public interest. “In the event of accidents and tragedies of this
kind, it is important that the camera is objective without judgmental angle so
that viewers can make realistic assessment of what has happened. Then, on
television, during editing, it will be decided which shots will be aired. Horror
stories are not for the public in the daily news programs and it would be tasteless
to show them only to raise the media’s viewership. If they go on a special show,
there should be a warning at the start of the show about the nature of the show
and the footage that will be shown. 27 “
When repor ting suicides, personal tragedies and deaths, inter viewing and
screening of persons directly or indirectly affected by these events should be
avoided, except in the case of exceptional public interest.
Recording victims of accidents, natural disasters, wars, and people suffering
from personal or family tragedies actually violates their privacy.
The Law on Prevention and Protection from Domestic Violence 28 stipulates
that information for the victim or perpetrator of violence, based on which
the victim or members of her family may be identified, should not be publicly
disclosed unless the victim agrees.
Quote from conversation with B.R. camera operator from the Netherlands, realized on 17.6.2019.
Quote from interview with S.S. camera operator realized on 12.6.2019.
28
Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 138/2014, 33/2015 and 150/2015.
26
27
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Unless consent is obtained, during the recording of sick, old, and frail persons
their face must be blurred or hidden so that identity cannot be revealed.
The public right to know is guiding principle in honest and open repor ting on
war or peace. Camera operator on a mission overseas, especially in conflict
and other sensitive situations, must be familiar with the contex t, to avoid
unnecessary risks and dangers. However, the violence displayed on the screen
can upset cer tain categories of viewers, so it is imperative that the editorial
of fice warns on such content. Deceased persons should be treated with
respect and not shown as noted earlier, unless there are significant reasons
for this. Wide shots should be avoided, but if justified, they should not be
held back and to last longer. Nor should be allowed unnecessar y focus on
the bloody consequences of an accident or a terrorist attack. However, to
the extent that it is ethically acceptable, the recordings should capture the
horrif ying circumstances and reality.
Camera operators should always be aware on the fact that warring par ties
may perceive the recording equipment as a weapon. Hence, they should make
ever y ef for t to show that they are not a threat. Of course, consent is also
necessar y before recording begins. In par ticular, camera operators should
carr y identification document in order to avoid jeopardizing their safety and
securit y. Material acquired by the armed forces and the militar y must be
labeled as such in order not to create confusion that it originates from camera
operators in the field.
Footage of wars and conflicts must be carefully reviewed, prior to publication
or broadcasting in co-operation with editors. First, the following questions
need to be asked:
Will human dignity be harmed by the fact that the recording is authentic
testimony to events?
Are the faces of recordings recognizable and thus might impair their dignity
and integrity?
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On the other hand, during the at tacks, camera operators can be found in
“crossfire” bet ween groups and individuals in conflict. “At such times the
camera operator himself decides whether to s tep down or s tay. These
recordings can be used in litigation ... The camera operator should never be
placed bet ween the assailants and the securit y / police and be in hopeless
situation. But still, any recording is bet ter than none. 29 “

29

Quote from interview with S.S. camera operator realized on 12.6.2019.
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3.2.8. Recording and handle content
related to vulnerable categories of citizens
For citizens who fall into vulnerable categories, whether it is persons with
disabilities, patients or people with other types of impairment, as was mentioned
before, it is necessary to obtain permission from person who can decide on their
behalf. In the case of patients, the recording should only begin after the patient
has given his or her consent, which should be aware of what to expect from the
recording. In fact, consent should be obtained from patients who are aware and
can understand the consequences of their actions.
Patients who are seriously ill or injured, mentally distressed or suf fering
from severe pain often lack the capacity to give consent and should not be
approached. Consent should not be obtained under pressure or when the patient
feels compelled to agree due to fear or gratitude.
Special care should also be taken when recording persons with antisocial
behavior, as the audience may be susceptible to imitate their behavior. It is also
necessary to avoid recording people who illegally use drugs and psychotropic
substances; as such recordings can stimulate the effect of imitation by others.
The ethical use of footage of refugees and migrants and other vulnerable people
is also ver y impor tant issue. Although such recordings show dramatic and
significant developments, it is particularly important to establish the context
in which they will be used by the editorial board.
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3.3. Recording private and public
buildings and recording in public places
Private buildings can be shot externally without zooming in, as this would violate
the privacy of individuals in the buildings themselves. This applies to apartment
buildings and family houses, where privacy of tenants must not be invaded. Private
premises can only be recorded based on approval by the owner of the facility and
by exception, without approval, but only if it is justified to violate the privacy of
individuals for satisfying the public interest.
The same is true for commercial buildings such as shops, restaurants, and other.
Recording inside these facilities or zooming in, requires the approval of the owner
or management.
The entry of camera operators in property, i.e. in private space, without being
accompanied by the competent state authorities is misdemeanor, and there
is a risk for committing criminal offense. It is therefore important for camera
operators to be familiar with some provisions of the Criminal Code 30 . The
criminal offense “Unauthorized Recording” refers to the unauthorized making of
photographic, film, or video footage of another person or on his or her personal
premises without his or her consent, violating his or her privacy. The criminal
offense “Violation of the inviolability of the home” refers to unauthorized access
to foreign home, closed or enclosed space belonging to that home, or private
business premises designated as such.
Public facilities, such as sports halls and stadiums, are only recorded based on
prior approval and accreditation. Approval is obtained from the entity that has the
copyright to broadcast from the particular event. For example, depending on the type
of approval you receive, some concerts are recorded in full, some in just minutes.
Some sports games are not allowed to be recorded at all, but it is permitted to record
a post - match press conference. While recording audience, the goal is to capture
the atmosphere of the particular public event. When the media record the event,
30

Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 37/1996, 80/1999, 4/2002, 43/2003, 19/2004, 81/2005,
60/2006, 73/2006, 7/2008, 139/2008, 114/2009, 51/2011, 135/2011, 185/2011, 142/2012, 166/2012, 55/2013,
82/2013, 14/2014, 27/2014, 28/2014, 41/2014, 115/2014, 132 / 2014, 160/2014, 199/2014, 196/2015,
226/2015, 97/2017 and 248/2018.
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attendees are expecting to be recorded. With very attendance at the event itself,
they tacitly agree to be recorded.
Recording of objects outside their yard (boundar y) is allowed unless there is
explicit prohibition on recording the specific object. According to the Law on
Police, a police of ficer may issue oral order to a citizen when it is necessar y
to protect the security of the facilities and persons provided. According to
the Ministr y of Interior’s interpretation given for the purposes of this Manual,
the police of ficer has the right to prohibit the recording and photographing of
objects of vital interest to the security of the State. In this regard, the police
officer in the performance of police affairs may issue oral order to a citizen to
prohibit the recording, in cases where this is necessar y to protect the safety
of the facilities and persons provided. When exercising this discretion, the
police officer must first determine whether in this particular case the security
of the state prevails over the guaranteed human rights.
Pursuant to the Law on Defense 31 , recording in facilities and zones of importance
for defense, as well as in zones with restricted movement, stay, and settlement,
should not be undertaken without the approval of the Ministry of Defense.
The camera operators should also be aware of the criminal act “Unauthorized
access to military facilities and making sketches or drawings of military facilities
and fighting equipment” contained in the Criminal Code. The perpetrator is not
only the one who makes unauthorized sketches or drawings of military objects
or weapons, but also the one who photographs or shoots them.
According to the Law on Border Control 32 , the Ministry of Interior issues approval
for recording the border crossings. In the request for approval, the purpose of
the visit should be clearly stated (for example, recording traffic lanes, recording
the facility, taking statements from police officers, etc.).
The Crisis Management Center manages the temporary transit centers as open
type facilities. However, these centers also have facilities within the Ministry
31

32

Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 42/2001, 5/2003, 58/2006, 110/2008, 51/2011, 151/2011 and
215/2015.
Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 171/2010, 41/2014, 148/2015, 55/2016 and 64/2018.
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of the Interior, where police officers perform tasks within their competencies,
including ensuring public order and peace, registering detected foreign nationals
- illegal migrants, etc. Approval from the Crisis Management Center, but also
from the Ministry of Interior, needs to be obtained for recording temporary
transit centers. In the request for approval, the purpose of the visit should be
clearly stated (recording of objects, accommodations, or police officers, taking
statements by police officers, etc.).
Hospital recording, whether public or private is subject to prior approval, and
whether or not patients will be recorded depends on their consent to the
recording.
In accordance with the Law on Local Self-Government 33 , the establishment,
financing and adminis tration of primar y and secondar y schools is the
responsibilit y of municipalities. In accordance with the Law on Primar y
Education 34 and the Law on Secondary Education 35 , mayors of the municipalities,
i.e. the Mayor of the City of Skopje elect and dismiss principals. Hence, it is
recorded in schools based on the approval of the principals.
There is no legal provision-prohibiting recording in public places. However, when
recording in public place one should not separate and record a particular individual
without his consent.
If camera operator is recording in public, he has the right to do so without
asking for permission, as it is directly related to freedom of expression. In
most cases, this applies to shooting objects, locations and people, but not
to militar y locations.
However, in repor ting on demons tra tions i t is neces s ar y to prov ide
comprehensive and impar tial picture of events. “Public protests are specific,
and in our countr y they are most dangerous when the political situation is
Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 5/2002.
Official Gazette of the Republic of Northern Macedonia No. 161/2019.
35
Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No 44/1995, 24/1996, 34/1996, 35/1997, 82/1999, 29/2002,
40/2003, 42/2003, 67/2004, 55/2005, 113/2005, 35/2006, 30/2007, 49/2007, 81/2008, 92/2008, 33/2010,
116/2010, 156/2010, 18/2011, 51/2011, 06/2012, 100/2012, 24/2013, 41/2014, 116/2014, 135/2014, 10/2015,
98/2015, 145/2015, 30/2016, 127/2016, 67/2017 and 64/2018.
33
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boiling over and the risk of repor ting depends on it. When the protests are
social in nature, they do not pose a risk to us, the camera operators as because
they are reduced to statements about their demands. 36 “

3.4. Recording at courts
According to the Law on Courts 37, the sound (audio) and visual (video) recording
in the courts is regulated by the Court Rules of Procedure 38 of the Ministry of
Justice. Recording and photographing in the court building can be done with
the approval of the president of the court, and in the courtroom where criminal
proceedings are taking place, with the approval of the president of the Supreme
Court of the Republic of North Macedonia. In a courtroom where civil proceedings
civil or administrative litigations are ongoing, the recording and photographing
may be performed with the approval of the court president and with the written
consent of the parties.
Quote from the interview with T.I. camera operator realized on 15.6.2019.
Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 58/2006, 62/2006, 35/2008, 150/2010, 83/2018, 198/2018
and Official Gazette of the Republic of Northern Macedonia No. 96/2019.
38
Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 66/2013 and 114/2014.
36
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Approval for recording or photographing in the particular case is given based on
written request, which is submitted within five days prior to the scheduled hearing.
The request should contain the subject number for which approval is sought, the
name of the medium, the names and composition of the teams (camera operator,
photographer, assistant and others), description of the technical equipment entered
in the courtroom, the intended monitoring (video, audio, photo) as well as indication
of the time frame for recording of the precisely determined trial or of a participant
in the procedure outside the courtroom.
During recording, camera operators must not move or occupy a position that
may distract or disturb the courtroom. The microphones and other installation
are pre-assembled at the place designated by the judge. Microphones must
have a switch for occasional shutdown. Recording and other equipment
must not produce distracting ef fects. When deciding whether to record a
photograph and take into account the public interest, the nature of the case,
the interest in the proceedings, the privacy, and security of the par ticipants
in the proceedings.
Pursuant to the Criminal Procedure Code, television footage can be performed
in the courtroom, but only by exception, if the President of the Supreme Court
approves such recording at separate main hearing. If the recording is approved,
the trial chamber may, for justified reasons, decide that certain parts of the main
hearing should not be recorded.
The European Court of Human Rights (ECHR)
recognizes the exis tence of sensitive
information and thereby treats freedom of
expression differently. One example is the case
of Egeland v. Norway 39 , where the ECHR found
that there had been no violation of Ar ticle 10
of the European Convention on Human Rights,
with the prohibition of publishing photographs
of woman with extreme expression of emotions
being sentenced to 21 years in prison.
39

The decision is available here: https://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng-press#{%22itemid%22:[%22003-2707845-2958025%22]},
accessed 11.6.2019.
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3.5. Surreptitious recording
Recording with hidden recording equipment is basically prohibited. Recording
is permitted in public areas, but it must be known that it is being recorded.
Only in the case of security problem, the recording equipment can be hidden.
The general rule is that information cannot be obtained based on surreptitious
recording (hidden cameras and microphones). Surreptitious recording is method that can only be used in the extreme situations and must be justified with
great public interest. The Program Editor in the public interest must approve
surreptitious recording. This is how evidence and activities are recorded that
the public would never see them in other situations. A good example is the
sale of narcotics on the street.
A hidden camera can also be used in entertaining and similar programs, provided
participants agree to publish it.

3.6. Using archive recordings and
event reconstruction materials
Archival recordings are increasingly used in audiovisual productions and their use
is varied. They are used to illustrate current events, but must be clearly marked
to avoid misleading the audience.
On the other hand, the fact that the recordings are available online does not
mean that they can be part of television broadcast or digital report without the
permission of the rights holder. Materials created by third parties should not be
used without proper attribution and credit.
Although the Internet contains massive archive of video materials, great caution
is needed when using it. Often the recordings available on different websites
are usually of lower quality than those obtained from traditional audiovisual
sources.
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When using archival footage, attention should be given to the possibility that
some items may be outdated or used at the wrong time (for example, footage
with someone in summer wardrobe in the winter). If so, such recordings should
not be reused, as they may distract viewers and distor t their perception of
the stor y.
The archive material used to illustrate actual issue or event must be clearly
identified if there is a risk of confusion. Once produced and broadcast, most
of the footage needs to be stored for future use; the fact that event is no
longer current does not mean it will not happen again. However, it is not
possible to keep everything, as this is expensive process, so a selection policy
is necessar y.
The re-use of archive recordings of crimes should be done with great care,
where material from identifiable crime must not be used to illustrate another
crime. It is also necessar y to avoid using images that can in a cer tain manner
incite racial, ethnic, gender stereot ypes based on an individual’s sexual
orientation, etc.
Negative contextual images of identifiable persons and objects should also be
avoided. “We found ourselves in situation where we were talking about poor
quality of Brazilian meat, inserts from our meat industry were used, and the
factory logo could be seen. To avoid such incidents, it would be advisable for
camera operators to make large-format shots that would not have any markings
from any producer and would be used for other types of stories. 40 “
Even if the material was originally recorded with the permission of the people on
it, they may be offended by the reuse of such images, especially if they are used
to illustrate negative circumstances.
The use of inappropriate or outdated material can also cause pain or violate
ethical standards. Reuse of images of sick persons should be avoided, as well as
pictures showing trauma (ex. pain, suffering, violence, or sadness). Even when it
comes to less sensitive topics, reusing the same footage to illustrate different
news items can be misleading for individuals who have them.
40

Quote from interview with S.S. camera operator realized on 12.6.2019.
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On the other hand, archival material used to illustrate actual issue or topic
must be marked as such on the screen in order to avoid the risk of confusion.
Audiences should be never misled about what they see and hear. Sometimes
so-called fictitious images can also be used to reconstruct events, for lack
of actual footage or to visually enhance the content of the stor y. In any case,
such recordings should not be presented as something done in reality.

3.7. Editing of recorded material, its technical
reshaping, reconstruction and event illustration
Editing the recorded material is necessary and manipulating the footage is
justified until their sequence or repetition does not change the objective logic
of the event.
Nowadays, when there is such rapid development in the field of information
technologies, it is easy to misuse the visual illustrations of an event. It is not
advisable to use technical ef fects such as “stop motion”, slow motion, fast
motion, duplicate image (double exposure), and other means of transforming
the recorded material. Although the reality may be completely distorted, modern
computerized image conversion processes can reveal the authenticity of the
recorded material.
If a reconstruction or illustration of an event is done, the viewer should get a
true and comprehensive picture of what actually happened. In this case, only
time fictitiousness is allowed. Reconstruction or illustration is especially used as
effective way to convey information to viewers about events such as accidents,
crimes, and the like. When event is reconstructed or illustrated, viewers must be
alerted to this by sound and image.
Generally, it must be borne in mind that the use of real footage is not guarantee
that what is being explained is true. The reality presented in the recording
should be clearly distinguished from the truth in terms of what happened.
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4. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

T

his Manual addresses ethical dilemmas and legal norms that af fect the
way camera operators per forming their job. The camera operators bear
great deal of responsibility, both for the media and the public, for presenting
the obstacles, challenges and opportunities created by this profession, which
is of ten not ‘getting the right placed’ when it comes to media repor ting. On
the other hand, there is no doubt that the public perception of individuals,
events and circumstances largely depends on the choice and the “eye” of
the camera operator.
In the wider media system, camera operators themselves are of ten in a
disadvantage. They constantly face resource constraints and tr y to behave
professionally and conscientiously in such environment.
When faced with ethical conflicts, camera operators of ten resolve them on
ad hoc basis, keeping the connection with the subjects and the relationship
with the viewers in balance with the practical dilemmas surrounding the
per formance of their profession.
They need more public attention, more sustainable and public discussion on
ethics and conditions in which they operate, as well as providing safe working
area and sharing the issues and dilemmas that concern them. Any ethical and
legal framework must be constantly upgraded and contain precise provisions
that apply to the values, standards and practices of camera operators. It
inevitably requires broader and more dynamic discussion, in order to develop
objective understanding of this creative profession.
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
The right to information and the right to privacy are equally important.
In each individual case when recording, take care of the balance between
freedom of expression as public interest and legitimate expectations of
the individual’s privacy.
When recording each individual, respect his or her privacy and right to
ownership.
If your recordings endanger the private life of the individual, the journalist
will have to justify the intrusion into his private life without his consent,
indicating that public interest prevails over the private.
You can shoot inserts that reveal someone’s health, sex life, or criminal
behavior, only if you are sure that it is relevant to the journalistic stor y
and that the public interest prevails and justifies the invasion of privacy.
Distinguish between ‘interesting for public‘ and ‘public interest’ footage.
Do not use the recorded material for other inappropriate (i.e. nonjournalistic) purposes.
Make sure the footage is appropriate, relevant, and not too bulky for the
journalist article.
Make sure that the recordings are not made in manner that will allow them
to distort the truth.
Whenever recording, keep in mind that your recording should provide
accurate information to the public.
Keep recorded material safe.
Be honest with people. They need to know when you are recording them.
Encourage fair competition between the media based on professional
qualifications and merits.
Use surreptitious recording only if the public interest justifies it, but only
with the permission of the media editor.
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For your safety and protection during work, use protective equipment
(helmets and vests).

SPECIAL RECOMMENDATIONS
To prepare Training Program for gaining the title of camera operator in
the media and identify the educational institutions that will conduct this
training.
The occupation of camera operator in the media must be legally regulated
by internal act, such as the act of systematizing the jobs in the media in
which the camera operator has a job or is engaged on any basis for the
needs of the media.
To work on creating Code of Conduct and professional work of the camera
operator in the media or to consider expanding the Code of Journalists of
Macedonia accordingly.
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